Software Engineer
Description
Escher Group is a global software company delivering point of service solutions that are transforming how
government/public sector agencies engage and interact with their customers/citizens. We strive to lead
in the creation and development of point of service solutions for some of the largest government/public
sector information networks across the globe.
Headquartered in Dublin and with 5 offices around the world, Escher Group Limited was registered in
1989 and was listed on London’s AIM in 2011. Our customer base spans over 35 countries across the globe
and is in over 70,000 business locations where our customers serve approximately 1 billion people
worldwide. Escher’s innovative and patented technology is rapidly changing the landscape of social and
omni-channel retail.
We currently wish to recruit a Software Engineer to help design, develop, maintain and support new and
existing software products in a diverse and complex production environment.
Location: Boston. MA.
Duties and Responsibilities
 Design and develop Windows or mobile application based on .NET technology
 Write technical specifications based on conceptual design and stated business requirements
 Participate in software design meetings and analyze user needs to determine technical
requirements.
 Write high quality, maintainable code using the best industry standards
 Analyze code to find causes of errors and revise programs as needed.
 Write Unit Tests, Integration Tests and follow Test Driven Design principles
 Stress testing and performance tuning
 Be a team player working collaboratively to achieve the best outcomes
 Ensure sound development discipline and execution including code management and disciplined
standardized development process adoption
 Meet/exceed product development quality and timeline goals
 Take forward looking approach to existing and future work
 Other ad-hoc duties as required

Experience
 Experience in the entire SDLC utilizing a formal development process such as Agile.
 Test Driven Development
 Self-motivated with strong communication and interpersonal skills
 Solid Experience with C# language, .Net Framework 4.0/4.5, MVC






Full Stack Exposure including both frontend and backend
C++ or Windows API development experience is a strong bonus
Development experience of iOS or Android application is a bonus
Knowledge of Xamarin is a bonus

Education
 Bachelor’s Degree in an associated discipline and a minimum of 3-5 years of related experience
or an equivalent combination of education and training that provides the required knowledge,
skills, and abilities.

